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Spring!
Top Trends & How You Can Wear Them
Super Fashion Issue!
Pick Your Perfect LDD

From Bottega Veneta to Gucci, this easygoing look dominated the runways. The beauty, of course, is in its versatility: Pair it with gladiator heels, as seen at Chloe, or keep it casual with a belt à la L’Agence. “The LDD is flirty enough for the weekend and smart enough to wear all season long,” says 3x1 founder Scott Morrison, who worked up his own fit-and-flare version (bottom, left).

**MINIMALIST**

**CAREFREE CLASSIC**
Denim cotton, Joe Fresh, $42; joefresh.com.

**ROMANTIC**
Cotton selvedge chambray, 3x1, $375; 3x1.us.

**UTILITARIAN**

**BOHO**
Cotton, Mavi, $98; mavi.com.

---

**TEARS IN HEAVEN**

It makes sense that an Angel would have holy, err, holey jeans. Check out the ’90s-inspired bottoms Victoria’s Secret Angel Candice Swanepoel created for L.A. denim brand Mother: Each pair of the slouchy roll-ups is hand-sanded, tinted for a sun-dried look, then finished with individually placed holes on the knees, pockets, waistband, and hem. “There’s something both playful and sexy about distressed denim,” says the South African model. Bonus: $12 from the sale of each item benefits Mothers2Mothers, which helps fight pediatric AIDS.

Cotton and elastane jeans, Mother, $220; fwrd.com.